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Abstract. Thispaperreportsthepaleomagnetic
andgeochronological
analysisof a suiteof
samples
froma basaltic
fault-related
scarpof Pliocene
agein thecentralpartof theAfardepression
(Ethiopia).
Paleomagnetic
workuncovers
a clearcharacteristic
remanent
magnetization
carriedby
(titano-)magnetites,
withhighunblocking
temperatures,
closeto theCurietemperature
of pure
magnetite.
Thecharacteristic
direction,
based
on27 nontransitional
flows,is D=8.1o,I= 10.1o
(•5=4.1 o).Thisis consistent
withearlierdeterminations
of theclockwise
tectonicrotation,dueto
rift propagation
andoverlap,of theblockto whichthesection
belongs.
Magneticstratigraphy
consists
of a succession
frombottomto topof 16 reversed,7 normal,and4 reversedflows.One
flow at theuppernormalto reversetransition
demonstrates
complexbehavioruponthermaland
alternating
field(AF) demagnetization,
whichis duetoremagnetization
by theoverlyingflow.
K/Ar datingof five samples
provides
consistent
determinations,
averaging
2.07+ 0.05Ma. All
agesagreewiththisaverage,
giventheirratherlargeindividual
uncertainties
(from0.04to 0.08
Ma at the lc• level).Comparison
withrecentreferencegeomagnetic
polaritytimescales
(GPTS)
indicatesthat the normalsubchronrecordedin the Gamarri sectionmustbe linked with (one of)

theR6unionevent(s).The normalsubchron
andanearlierepisodeof largesecularvariationcould
providethebestvolcanic
recordof a doubleR6unionevent.Althoughuncertainties
in agesaretoo
largeto allowunequivocal
inferences,
ouragedetermination
fortheR6union
eventis in better
agreement
withearlierdeterminations
of McDougallandWatkins[1973]thanwitha morerecent
valueproposed
by Baksiet al. [1993]andusedin theGPTS.

1. Introduction

recent updatedcompilations of paleomagnetic data from lavas
over the last 5 Myr [Quidelleur et al., 1994; Johnson and
Constable, 1996], the characteristics
of the mean geomagnetic
field are beginning to emerge [McFadden et al., 1988;
Quidelleur et al., 1994; Quidelleur and Courtillot, 1996;
Johnson and Constable, 1995, 1996; Carlut and Courtillot,
1998; McElhinny et al., 1996]. Yet all these studiespoint out
the need for better coverageboth in spaceand time, and better
quality data providing a full analysis of sampling, field, and
laboratoryuncertainties[Carlut and Courtillot, 1998]. There is
also active interest in precisely describing the sequenceof
recent magnetic field reversals, with particular emphasis on
accurate age determinations of key reversals and detailed
analysis of very short chrons [e.g., Valet and Meynadier,

The Afar triangle lies at the triple junction of the Red Sea,
Gulf of Aden, and Ethiopian rifts. The floor of the triangular
depressionis mostly coveredby young lava, most prominently
by the widespread so-called stratoid basalts [Varet, 1975].
These basaltswere severelyfaulted as the Gulf of Aden and Red
Sea rifts propagatedtoward eachother [Courtillot, 1980, 1982]
and now form an active overlap [Tapponnier et al., 1990;
Manighetti, 1993; Manighetti et al., 1997]. Acquisition of
paleomagnetic and geochronologic data has been a key to
understandingthe tectonicsof the area. Courtillot et al. [1984]
suggestedthat much of the trap-like stratoid series had been
emplaced relatively fast between 1.3 and 2.2 Ma and
demonstratedimportant block rotations of some 10ø to 15ø.
1993].
This work was much extendedby Manighetti [1993].
Recent active tectonicsin Afar have exposedthick sequences
Therefore, up to now, the magneticpropertiesof Afar basalts
of lava flows along high cliffs generatedby normal faulting,
have mostlybeen usedfor tectonic analysis. Yet they can also
providing exceptionally fresh series of great potential for
be very valuable for the study of the time and space
magnetostratigraphic analysis. Unfortunately, many of these
characteristicsof the geomagnetic field itself. On the basis of
fault scarps are rather inaccessible, and parts were not even
open to accessuntil recently.We were able to samplein detail a
ILaboratoire
dePa16omagn6tisme
et G6od)namique,
InstitutdePhysique seriesof 33 successiveflows in 1995, along the Gamarri cliff,
du Globe de Paris, ParisFrance.
near the Afar capital of Aysaita, slightly west of the Djibouti'-Laboratoire
de G6ochronologie,
Universit6Paris-Sud,
Orsay,France.
Ethiopianborder (Figure 1). We report here the paleomagnetic
3Department
of Geologymd Geophysics,
AddisAbbaUniversity,Addis
and K/Ar geochronologic analyses of these lava flows, which
Ababa,Ethiopia.
apparently provide the second (and possibly best) volcanic
record of the R6union event and also have interesting
consequencesin terms of lava extrusion rate, rates of normal
Copyright
1999by theAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
faulting, paleosecularvariation of the geomagnetic field, and
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Figure 1. General location map of the Gamarri sectionin the central Afar depression(Ethiopia). Topographic
altitudes (in m), contours (every 100 m), and main normal faults (rake symbol) are shown. Marshy areas are
stippled.

2. Sampling
The Gamarri

ReferenceField (IGRF) for the region (1.3ø, with a secularrate
of increase of 0.2ø/yr). This indicates that local magnetic
cliff

was selected

on the basis

of

a detailed

search on Spot images, 1/250,000 topographicmaps, and field
exploration. The faulted western edge of the Gamarri block
(Figure 1) [Varet, 1975; Manighetti, 1993] providedthe least
difficult access. The section is located along the marshy
Gamarri Lake, formed as the Awash River abutts the upfaulted
basalts and is deflected

to the south. The main cliff

consists

of

more than 100 lava flows exposed along a steep scarp,
approximately 1500 m high. A small downfaultedblock with
an incised erosionalchannel and resulting alluvial fan provided
accessfor sampling of successiveflows from the base up to
where the cliff became too steep to sample. Each flow was
consideredas a site and numberedupward, starting from GA01
up to GA22. At this point it was noted in the field that a small
normal fault separatedthe lower section from the upper flows.
On the basisof field inspection,the first flow above GA22 was
thought to correspondto GA21 and was labeled GB11. In the
same way, GB 12 correspondedto GA22. Sampling had to be
discontinued for safety reasons after reaching flow GB23.
Altogether, 35 flows were sampled,but only 33 were actually
distinct, as confirmed by later paleomagneticanalysis (below).
Six to 10 cores of standard 2.5 cm diameter

were drilled

from

each lava flow, providing a total of 261 cores for
paleomagnetic analysis. All cores were oriented in the field
both with solar and magnetic compasses.The mean difference
betweenthe two readingsis 1.3ø+ 3.3ø, in excellent agreement
with earlier determinations in Afar (1.3 ø + 2.6 ø and 1.2 + 2.8 ø
for two independent series of cores covering much of the
Djibouti Republic [Courtillot et al., 1984]) and also with the
declinationpredictedfrom the 1995 International Geomagnetic

anomalies

due to the

basalts

themselves

are

moderate

and

averageout in the mean. In any case, use of solar azimuths
minimizes errors in declination due to local magnetic
anomalies. Careful inspection in the field led to the sampling
of six of the very freshest flows for K/Ar dating. All of the
monoclinal Gamarrilavas are slightly tilted in a uniform way
by 5ø, dipping to the east.

3. Paleomagnetic Experiments
3.1. Laboratory

Treatment and Data Analysis

The cores were cut in the laboratory into 2.2 cm long
specimens. Many cores allowed two, sometimes three
companion specimens.Labeling was done in a systematic
fashion for eachcore from baseto top (closerto the exposed
surfacein the field). A total of 464 specimenswere obtained;
375 were analyzedand led to the resultspresentedhere, the rest
being available for further studies. All measurementswere

performedin the shieldedroom of the Institut de Physiquedu
Globe de Paris (IPGP) paleomagneticlaboratory. Magnetic
measurements were performed with a 2G cryogenic
magnetometer (horizontal access, with

three-coil online

alternating field (AF) demagnetizationwith maximum peak
field of 100 mT) and a JR5 spinner magnetometer.AF
demagnetizationwas also done with a single-coil Sch6nstedt
system.Thermaldemagnetization
wasperformedin two Pyrox,
near-zero-fieldfurnaces.As often as possible, twin specimens
from the same core were subjectedto both thermal (TH) and
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Figure 2. Histogram of natural remanent magnetization
(NRM) intensitiesfor 374 specimens.Best fitting log-normal
curve is also shown (mean: 4.7 A/m).

alternating
field (AF) demagnetizations,
with 12 to 16 steps,in
general.

Results of these demagnetizations were displayed
graphically in the usual way as vector diagrams and
components were determined by least squares analysis
[Kirshvink, 1980]. Whenever stable endpoints and linear
segmentscouldnot be isolated,becauseof overlap of several
components,the techniqueof remagnetizationcircles was used

[Halls, 1976, 1978]. Sample,site, andblock averageswereall
determinedusing Fisher [ 1953] statistics or McFaddenand

10,407

Demagnetization

One hundredsixty-threespecimenswere demagnetized
by AF
in the 2G magnetometer,and 92 were demagnetizedusing the
JR5 and Sch6nstedt demagnetizer. One hundred twenty
specimenswere thermally demagnetized.Sixty-nine specimens
in each set were from twins of the same core. Representative
resultsare illustrated as vector diagramsin Figure 3. In many
cases,a low-coercivity componentwas removed by 10 mT, and
a low unblocking temperatureone was removed by 120ø to
200øC. Though very scatteredover an entire hemisphere, these
components average quite precisely in the direction of the
present field in Gamarri and are clearly dominatedby very
recent overprints. A secondcomponent appearsabove 10 mT
in AF demagnetizationand usuallydecayslinearly to the origin
(Figure 3a, with almost no low coercivity overprint; Figure 3c;
Figure 3g with a large low-coercivity overprint, with reverse
polarity comparedto the secondcomponent).About 40% of the
NRM are removedby 20 mT, and 80% is removed by 80 mT.
Figure 3e showsa casewhere(at least) two componentslargely
overlap in AF. Thermal demagnetizationis often similar to and
consistent with AF demagnetization (Figures 3c and 3d). The
higher-temperature component is sometimes very linear
(Figures3b and 3d) and sometimesmore noisy (Figures3f and
3h). Figure 3f showsthat TH demagnetizationis in some cases
more efficient to separatetwo components than AF, whereas
Figure 3h shows a mediumtemperatureoverprint extending up
to 350øC.The directionof the more robustcomponentappears
consistent but better determined by AF in that case. The
evolution of selected demagnetization curves (Figure 4)
confirmsthat mediumdestructivefields and medianunblocking
temperaturesare of the order of 20 to 50 mT and 300 to 550øC,
respectively, with some exceptions(e.g., in Figure 3a, sample
GA1303b is still not half demagnetizedat 100 mT; on the
contrary, in Figure 4, sample GA2105 has lost 60% of its
magnetization by 5 mT). Demagnetization is most often
complete by 580ø-600øC. In a few cases, a small component
with the samedirectionpersistsup to 620øC. These and a large
databaseof earlier resultson stratoidbasalts [see Manighetti,
1993] confirm that (titano-) magnetiteswith high unblocking
temperatures(close to the Curie temperatureof magnetite) are

McElhinny [1988] statistics for combined analysis of
remagnetizationcircles and stable linear segments.A new
comprehensive
paleomagnetic
softwarepackageby J.P. Cogn6
(personal communication,1997) was used throughoutto the dominant
carriers
of
the
characteristic
analyzeall the data(from principal componentanalysisto magnetization (ChRM) of the samples.
overall mean directions). Strong field thermomagneticand
Curie balance experiments were performed for better
identification
of magnetic
carriersin ourSaint-MaurandOrsay 4. PaleomagneticDirections

remanent

facilities.

In

3.2. Natural

Remanent Magnetization

The natural remanentmagnetizations(NRMs) of the 375

most

cases,

determination

of

ChRM

was

rather

straightforward,
andthe directionswereidentifiedusing both
the AF and TH methods,wheneverthey could be clearly
identifiedin twin specimens.However,beforeintroducingand
discussingtheseresults,it is interestingto reportsome more

analyzedspecimensform a slightly skewedunimodallog
normaldistribution(Figure2). If one excludesa singleoutlier detailed observations.
with a magnetizationof 330 A/m, which probably suffered
lightning, the mean value is 4.7 A/m (95% confidenceinterval 4.1. Comparing Instruments and Demagnetization
from2.9 to 6.5 A/m), whichcompares
favorablywith the value Techniques

found by Prdvot and Grommd [1975] for continental and
subaerialbasalts(3.1-4.1 A/m). It also compareswell with the
values found in Afar by Courtillot et al. [1984], Gruszow
[1992], andManighetti [1993] for the stratoidbasalts, which
are of the order of 3.5 A/m (95% confidenceinterval from 1.7
to 7.4). NRM directionsare scattered
but clearly indicatetwo
antipodalgroupswith declinations close to 180ø and 360ø and
shallow inclinations,as expected.

Figure 5a shows the mean directions (ChRM) obtained
respectivelyfor (1) samplesmeasuredand AF-demagnetized
with the 2G magnetometer,(2) samplesAF-demagnetized
with
the Sch6nstedt apparatusand then measuredwith the JR5
magnetometer,and (3) samples thermally demagnetizedand
then measuredwith the JR5. The three means(with declination
and inclination equalto 9.1ø+2.1o, -9.1ø+2.1ø; 7.40+2.9o, _
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Figure 3. Vector demagnetization diagrams for typical specimens: (left) alternating field (AF)
demagnetization(field in mT) and (right) thermal demagnetization(temperaturesin øC). Specimensshown on
the same line are from the same core. See text for discussion. Solid circles are for the component in the
horizontal (N-S versusW-E) plane; open circlesare for the componentin the N-S vertical plane. The scale is 1
A/m per segmentin all diagrams.Primary and secondarycomponents(A and B) are indicated.

8.1ø+2.9ø; and 6.70+3.2ø, -10.7ø+3.1ø, respectively) have
overlapping 95% confidenceintervals, between 2ø and 3ø, and
are not mutually distinguishable,confirmingboth that the two

4.2. Comparing Flows Offset by a Small Fault
Althoughsucha fault could be identified in the field and the

magnetometers yield identical results (to instrument corresponding flows tentatively matched, evidence was far
uncertainty at least) and that the two demagnetization from certain. Figure 5b shows that the mean ChRMs clearly
techniques
alsodo. All resultscouldthereforebe mergedin the confirm (or at least are consistentwith) the fact that GB 11 and
following calculations.

GA21

on one hand and GB12 and GA22

on the other hand show
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Figure 4. Normalized
intensitycurvesfor AF andthermaldemagnetization
(M/Mmaxversusfield or
temperature),
showingrepresentative
behaviorof severalsamples.

the same mean directions and hence come from the same flows.

overlap. The low-coercivitycomponenthas approximately
normalpolarity with low inclination;the high-coercivityone
tendsto be reversedwith low inclination. Remagnetization
circles[Halls, 1976, 1978] show that the poorly separated
higher-coercivity
component
indeedhasreversed
polarityandis
andallowsusto mergethetwosequences
of flowsinto a single compatiblewith the directionsfoundfrom other samplesfrom
continuousone. Directionsfrom GBll and GA21 (GB12 and the sameflow. On the other hand, TH demagnetization
would
GA22, respectively)will be averaged
to providethe meanfor seemto yield a low-temperature
component(LTC) up to 100øC,
each of these flows.
then a single componentup to the Curie temperatureof
magnetite.
The demagnetization
patternis noisy, with a zigzag
4.3. Specimens With Different TH and AF Results
The fact that theseare two sequences
of two successive
flows,
with the same successionof quite different directions, is
particularlystrong evidencein this respect.This is a nice
paleomagnetic
test of an in-the-field geologicalhypothesis

pattern

between

400 ø

and

500øC.

The

normalized

In twocases,
specimens
behaved
in a verydifferent
wayand demagnetization
curveshows
significant
unblocking
at 300øyieldedapparently
contradicting
resultsusingthe two 350øC.In any case,the TH behavior,whichyieldsa
techniques.
Figure6 showsthat AF demagnetization
of meaningless
direction,
mustresult
fromcomplete
overlap
of

GA0901areveals
twocomponents
of magnetization
witha large two componentsand does not allow isolation of an
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Figure 5b. Stereographicprojection of the characteristic
mean directions and confidence intervals from four sites located

Figure

5 a.

Stereographic projection showing the on two sides of a normal fault in the Gamarri section. Sites
mean directions
and confidence intervals
GA21 andGA22 areon theupperpartof the downfaulted
block,

characteristic
obtained for different sets of measurements: 2G AF, measured while sites GBll

and GB12 are on the lower part of the

and AF demagnetized
with 2G cryogenicmagnetometer
(163 upfaulted block.
specimens);
JR5 AF, measured
with JR5 magnetometer
andAF
demagnetized
(92 specimens);
JR5Thermal,measured
with JR5
magnetometer
andTH demagnetized
(120 specimens).

highestunblockingtemperature
componentA up to the Curie
temperature
GB1901B andGB1905B displaythe sequence
C C?- B - A, GB1904A displays the sequenceBA, and
GB 1906A displays the sequenceC - B. AF demagnetizationi s
unable to resolve these componentsand shows complex Simportance of systematically analyzing twin specimens by
shapedcurves, with different coercivity sequences(Figure 8:
both methods whenever possible.
e.g., GB1901B, GB1905B). Separationis apparentlybetter in
GB1904c, although the order of componentsis C - A- B.
4.4. A very unusual flow
GB1903A showsonly a low-coercivitycomponent,then B.
This set of measurementswould seem to support the
Figure 7 shows a series of AF and TH demagnetization
diagramsfor flow GB19. This flow is particularly interesting existenceof three magnetizationcomponents:C and C? with
since the underlying one is close to normal polarity and the low coercivity and low unblocking temperatures,B with
one above is fully reversed.Hence there was hope to catch a mediumtemperatures(430-540øC) and a complex coercivity
transitional direction. TH demagnetizationshowsfrom one to spectrum,with both low and higher coercivities, and, finally,
possibly four discrete straight-line segments. On closer A with higher temperatures(540ø-580øC, but also possibly
inspection, many samples display a low temperature unblocking in the 300ø-450øC range) and mediumcoercivities.
component C up to about 300øC, then sometimes an This pattern suggestedseveralhypotheses,one with A as the
intermediatecomponentC? (possiblyresultingfrom overlap of primary magnetization and B as a later significant
two components) between 400ø and 430ø-460øC, a higher remagnetization.This is supportedby the observationthat the
unblocking temperaturecomponent B up to 540øC, then the meanGB 19 A componentis quite closeto the meandirectionof
interpretable ChRM. A case with opposite behavior (artifact
AF, trustable TH)was

also encountered. This underlines the
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curvesfor twin specimensfrom
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Figure 3).
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Figure 7. Sameas Figure3, but for four pairsof specimens
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the underlyingflow GB 18, whereasboth the higher-coercivity
and medium-temperature
determinationsof the B componentare
very close to the mean direction of the overlying flow GB20
(Figure 8). Moreover, all these mean directions lie close to a
common great circle.
This behavior wasfascinatingenoughthat a new sampling
trip was undertaken in 1997 to resample flow 19 in detail,
taking careful notice of the positionof the sample between the
bottomand top of the 2 m thick flow. Also, the samekind of

boundary
in La Palma(CanaryIslands).Detailedanalyses
of the
La PalmaandnewGamardsamples
arethe subjectof a separate
paper [Valet et al., 1998]. This work confirms the idea that

componentA is likely to be the primary componentof flow
GB19, with transitionaldirectionthough close to that of
GB18, andB a medium-temperature,
probablythermochemical
remagnetization acquired shortly after, at the time of
emplacement
of overlying flow GB20. This specificbehavior
could be revealedby TH demagnetizationbecauseof the

behavior
wasencountered
by Valetet al. [1999]in supposedlyconjunction
of verylowfieldintensity,bakingby overlying
transitionalflows from the Brunhes-Matuyama
reversal flows,andthe presence
of a largeamountof cationdeficient
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is very simple. It outlines a normal interval consisting of

0

seven flows, sandwiched between reversed flows (16 below,

four above). As noted above, an episode of large inclination
variationin the bottomthird of the sequence(GA06, GA07, and
GA08) might indicatetransitionalbehavior, large-scalesecular
variation, or an aborted excursion. Three other lava flows have

possibly intermediatedirections, at the onset (GA20)and
termination (GB18 and GB19) of the normal polarity interval
(note that in Figure 10 directions have been correctedfor
tectonic rotation as discussedbelow).
270

90

5. Geochronology
The Afar stratoid serieswas originally datedto be between

0.4and4.4Main age,using
theconventional
K-Artechnique
aret and Gasse, 1978 ]. Using both updatedK-Ar and Ar-

Ar, Courtillot et al. [1984] reducedthis range to 1.3-2.2 Ma,
at least in much of Djiboutian Afar. Several other K-At
determinations, using the Cassignol-Gillot technique, were
performed
by one of us (Gillot) in the frame of the work by
180
Manighetti [1993] [see also Manighetti et al., 1997]. These
Figure 8. Different componentsof magnetizationobtained tend to confirm the results of Courtillot et al. [1984],
fromdemagnetization
of site GB19 andcomparison
of these indicatingthat the 1500-m thick, trap-like stratoid seriesmay
directions with those from lava flows above (GB20) and below
have erupted as a rather catastrophic event (geologically
(GB18). The overallmeansfor thenormalandreversedpolarity
speaking)in no more than 1 Myr, about 2 Myr ago. Six flows
periods(star symbols)are also plottedwith their respective
95% confidence intervals. GB19 components are A (high were carefully sampled in the Gamarri cliff (GA02, GA10,
temperature),
B-AF (mediumcoercivity), and B-TH (medium GA17, GA22, GB23, and GB30) for K/At dating in the
Universit6 de Paris Sud(UPS)-IPGPgeochronologylaboratory
temperature); see text.
at Orsay. The Cassignol technique [Cassignol and Gillot,
1982] was used because it is based on a scale-like zero
comparisonof atmosphericargon, allowing accuratedating of
titanomagnetite[Valet et al., 1998]. This wouldnot havebeen lavas which are either very young and/or have low radiogenic
easyto spotfor a flow sandwiched
betweentwo otherflows, all content [Gillot and Cornette, 1986]; the sample preparation
with the samepolarity.
procedureand laboratoryanalysisare as describedin the above
papers.Freshnessof the samplesand lack of any mineralogical
4.5.
Mean
Flow
Directions
phases indicating possible alteration were first checked from
thin section examinations. Samples were crushedand the 250With the above comments in mind, mean directions have
400 gm size fraction was retained in order to remove
been calculatedfor all 33 successiveindependentflows from
phenocrysts. After ultrasonic cleaning in 20% nitric acid
the Gamarrisection.They are listed (with relevantparameters)
solution for 1 hour, followed by careful rinsing and drying,
in Table 1 and are displayed, together with their 95%
early crystallizedphases (plagioclase, olivine, and pyroxene
confidenceintervals,in Figure9. Therearetwo groupsof site
phenocrysts)were eliminated using heavy liquids in order to
mean directions with opposite polarities, with some
reduceasmuch as possible the potential influence of inherited
intermediatedirections(Figure 9). Using the recursivemethod
At. The remainingmicrolithic groundmasswas usedfor both K
proposedby Vandamme[1994] in orderto evaluatethe cutoff
and Ar measurements. Potassium was measuredby atomic
angle, six sites can indeedbe consideredas either transitional
emission photometry and argon was measuredwith a mass
or excursional. When these sites are removed, the means of the
spectrometer
identicalto that describedby Gillot and Cornette
normal and reversed sites taken separately are antipodal
[1986]. Calibration of the Ar signal to better than 1%
[McFaddenand McElhinny, 1990]. They can therefore be
uncertainty was achievedusing replicate measurementsof the

combinedto producean overall meanfor the Gamarrisection.
After tilt correctionthis directionis D=8.1ø, I= 10.1ø, ct95=4.1ø
(K=47.8, N=27; Table 1).
Three "anomalous"directions(GA06-GA08) are found in the

lowerpartof the sequence,
whichmay correspond
to a periodof
strong secular variation. When these three directions are
included in calculation of the mean direction, the result is

indistinguishable
from the previousone (Table 1).
4.6.

Magnetic

Stratigraphy

interlaboratory
calibrated
standar
GL- [Odin11982]
withthe

recommendedvalue of 6.679 10 at Ar* g . Uncertainties
on K determinationsare typically 1%, whereasthose on Ar are
a function of the radiogeniccontentof the sample.
All sampled lavas from the Gamarri section were indeed
aphyric, except for GA17 with a strikingly distinct doleritic
texture. Thin section examination suggestedthe presenceof
inherited plagioclase xenocrysts. The apparent age measured
for this flow turned out to be about 10% older than all the other
ones. This was therefore discarded and is not considered

further.

Figure 10 shows the magnetic polarity sequence,together Resultsare given in Table 2 and shownin Figure 11, with a lc•
with the declination, inclination, and resulting virtual uncertainty.Mean valuesrangefrom 2.02 to 2.14 Ma, or 1.95
geomagneticpole (VGP)latitude stratigraphies.The sequence to 2.20 Ma when the 1• uncertainties are included. Mean values
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Table 1. Site (Flow) Mean DirectionsAfter AF and TH Demagnetizationfor All Sitesof the Gamarri Section

Site

N

Dg

Ig

Ds

Is

k

o•s

GA01

6

189.0

- 12.0

188.8

-7.1

174.9

5.1

GA02

8

189.6

-7.5

189.5

-2.5

202.0

3.9

GA03

7

190.7

- 10.1

190.5

-5.1

81.8

6.7

GA04

8

206.0

- 19.7

205.3

- 15.2

72.7

6.5

GA05

8

197.7

-18.3

197.2

-13.5

113.4

5.2

GA06

7

183.5

34.2

183.7

39.2

31.2

11.5

GA07

9

175.2

39.8

174.9

44.8

106.5

5.0

GA08

8

168.5

-50.2

169.6

-45.3

288.0

3.3

GA09

9

189.5

-3.1

189.5

1.9

367.7

2.7

GA10

8

194.1

0.2

194.1

5.1

53.4

7.7

GA11

8

189.9

6.1

190.1

11.0

211.1

3.9

GA 12

8

184.0

-2.4

184.0

2.6

70.2

6.7

GA 13

8

186.1

- 17.9

185.9

- 12.9

608.0

2.2

GA14

8

186.6

-18.6

186.4

-13.6

411.8

2.7

GA 15

8

188.1

- 13.5

187.9

-8.6

464.4

2.6

GA 16

10

187.5

- 17.6

187.3

- 12.7

323.4

2.7

GA 17

8

187.7

- 17.6

187.5

- 12.6

223.8

3.7

GA 18

8

182.8

- 16.8

182.7

- 11.8

77.7

6.3

GA 19

8

186.0

-21.3

185.8

- 16.3

175.2

4.2

GA20

8

154.5

-46.3

156.5

-41.8

441.7

2.6

GA21/GB 11

14

357.9

9.8

358.0

4.8

138.5

3.4

GA22/GB 12

14

17.6

13.9

17.3

9.1

102.2

4.0

GB13

6

357.5

21.8

357.6

16.8

44.0

10.2

GB14

6

11.1

26.6

10.6

21.7

121.5

6.1

GB15

6

8.5

11.0

8.4

6.1

265.7

4.1

GB 16

6

14.4

18.7

14.1

13.9

117.2

6.2

GB 17

7

13.4

38.5

12.6

33.6

202.6

4.3

GB 18

6

13.3

- 19.4

13.7

-24.2

377.6

GB19

4

8. 7

-38.2

9.4

-43.2

38.3

3.5

GB20

6

168.4

-29.6

168.9

-24.7

95.9

6.9

GB21

9

188.0

- 17.9

187.8

- 13.0

150.3

4.4

GB22

5

195.7

- 14.9

195.4

- 10.1

76.5

8.8

GB23

8

174.6

- 10.4

174.6

-5.4

27.2

10.8

MEAN1

30

7.8

9.9

7.7

5.0

14.4

7.2

MEAN2

27

8.3

15.1

8.1

10.1

47.8

4.1

15

SitesGA21 andGB11on onehandandGA22 andGB12 ontheotherhand,whichbelongto thesameflows,havebeenaveraged(see

text).Tablecolumn
headings:
Site,sitecodenumber;
N, number
of samples;
Ds andIs, declination
andinclination
in geographic
coordinates'
Ds andI s,declination
andinclination
in stratigraphic
coordinates;
K, Fisherprecisionparameter;•95, 95% confidence
interval.

are found not to be in strict stratigraphic order (GB30). A few
phenocrystswere observedin lava GB30, which might have
partly escapedseparationby heavy liquids.Thesemight have
been incorporatedby the lava at extrusion time or have
crystallizedin the magmachamberunderhigh fluid pressure.
Given uncertainties, all ages are consistent with the overall
mean value of 2.07 + 0.05 Ma. This is fully compatiblewith all

6. Discussion

earlier results on the stratoid series. The uncertainties (see

1993]. Much of this overlapzone has sufferedrotationsof the
orderof 10ø, as first foundby Courtillot et al. [1984] and
confirmedby extensivefurtherwork [Manighetti,1993].If one

Table 3 and Figure 11) are relatively large, reflecting the
significantatmosphericcontaminationof these lavas.

6.1.

Tectonic

Rotation

The Gamarrisectionis locatedin the southernpart of the
overlap zone defined by the Asal-Manda Inakir rifts to the

north andthe Manda Hararorift to the south [7[4anighetti,
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sincethe lavas covering it were extruded.For our Gamarri
"supersite"(giventhe numberof sampledflowscompared
to

o

that in individual sites used in other studies in Afar), a
clockwise rotation of 8.1ø+ 4.2 ø is found. The two values

(Figure12) are within the joint intersectionof their 95%
confidenceintervals, a "class A" result (angulardifferenceof

3.0ø+9.6ø, indistinguishable
from zerowith high probability).
The declination of the Gamarri section shows a difference of

7.2ø + 4.9ø with respectto that of the averagedipole field in
Africa estimatedfor the last 2.0 Myr [Besseand Courtillot,
1991], and inclinationsare not compatible(difference12.1ø +
4.7ø).This incompatibilityin inclinationhasbeenrepeatedly

90

270

encountered within the Afar stratoid lavas [Courtillot et al.,

1984;Manighetti, 1993]. Moreover,a meaninclinationof 7ø
and declinationof 359ø have been reportedin sedimentsof the

sameagein the Hadarregion,not far to the southwest
[Endale
et al., 1996] and in the Omo region, southwestof Ethiopia
[Brownet al., 1978].Thesesedimentswouldseemto vindicate
the "anomalous"

180

6.2.

Figure 9. Stereographicprojection showing all site means
(circles) with {x0•confidenceintervals for all sites in the
Gamarri section. Overall means for the reversed and normal data

(with possibly transitional sites removed)are shown as star

Secular

Afar

inclinations.

Variation

Given the tectonic rotation sufferedby the Gamarri-Dakka

block, and by our Gamarrisection along with it, one can
correct observed mean directions for this rotation (Table 3).

VGPscanbe calculated;
theirscatteris foundto
symbols(all symbolssolid for lowerhemisphere
andopenfor Corresponding
upperhemisphere).
Also shownin bold arethe circlescentered be 9.9ø (confidence interval 8.3ø-12.3ø) when the six
on the overall means with a radius equal to the standard "transitional" directions are discarded [Cox, 1969]. When all
deviationc•, suggestingpossibletransitionaldirections(flow 30 sites are considered, VGP scatter increases to 12.1 o
number indicated).

(confidenceinterval 10.3ø-14.7ø). Becausetwo reversalsar
observed
in thesequence
anda totaldurationof the orderof 10
yearsis indicatedby the K/Ar ages, serial correlationis not
follows the subdivisionof the overlap zone into parallel strips expected,andthe scatterof directions(or VGPs)shouldreflect
variation (PSV). The valuewe find when30 sites
[Tapponnier et al., 1990], the Gamard cliff forms the paleosecular
southwestern
edgeof a large block, the Gamard-Dakkablock. are retainedis compatiblewith the recent0-5 Ma PSV modelof

This block was found to have rotated clockwise by 11.1ø+8.7ø

INCLINATION

DECLINATION
90

GB 23

180

McFaddenet al. [ 1991] (Figure 13). However,the VGP scatter

270

360

•

•

90-90

0

VGP LATITUDE

90-90

0

POLARITY

90 ZONATION

GB 2O

GB 15
GB 13
GA 22/GB12
GA 21/GB11
GA 20

2

6A 15

Z

•"

GA 10

GA O5

GA 01

Figure10. Magnetostratigraphy
of theGamarrisection.
Declinations,
inclinations,
andvirtualgeomagnetic
pole(VGP)latitudes
(aftercorrection
fortectonic
rotation;
seetext),withtheirpolarityzonations,
arereported
for all sites from base to top of section.
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Table 2. Resultsof K-Ar Datingof Five BasalticLavaFlowsat GamarriSection

Sample
GB30

K
1.026

Weight

4øAr*( %)

4øAr*
(at)

Age

1.00024

4.92

2.255

2.10

0.07

2.01789

7.62

2.194

2.07

0.05

(2.08)

(0.06)

Mean(n=2)
GB23

0.832

1.50456

13.27

1.788

2.06

0.04

1.50251

11.86

1.706

1.99

0.04

(2.02)

(0.04)

Mean (n=2)
GA2 2

0.525

1.01393

4.22

1.14

2.08

0.08

1.00383

4.53

1.076

1.98

0.07

(2.03)

(0.08)

1.00018

5.53

1.652

2.04

0.06

0.9999

5.44

1.721

2.13

0.07

(2.09)

(0.06)
0.06

Mean(n=2)
GA 10

0.783

Mean(n=2)
GA2

0.355

Uncertainty

1.80082

5.89

0.794

2.14

1.00064

5.24

0.8

2.18

0.07

2.00266

6.38

0.77

2.10

0.06

(2.14)

(0.06)

2.07

0.05

Mean(n=3)
Overallmean(N=5)

Tablecolumn
headings:
Sample,
identification;
K, totalpercentage
of potassium
in sample;
Weight,weightof sampleusedfor
argonmeasurements
(in grams);
'øAr*(%),
percentage
of radiogenic
argon
40 in sample;
'øAr*(at),number
of atoms
of radiogenic
argon40 pergramof sample
(in 10'•-at/g);Age,agefromreplicate
argonmeasurements
foreachsample
in Ma (means
of these
replicate
determinations
aregivenin parentheses);
uncertainity
is atthe1 c•level.Decayconstants
of Steiger
andJit'ger[1977]
have been used.

Table 3. Mean Directions
Means

and Poles From Gamarri Section and Reference Directions
N

D

I

K

0t95

q•

for Africa at 2.0 Ma

)•

A95

Gamarri, unrotated
Normal

8.3

sites

15.2

41.5

9.5

156.2

81.0

9.7

-8.31

52.4

4.6

354.1

-79.1

4.6

Reversed sites

20

199.0

All sites

27

8.1

10.1

47.8

4.1

170.2

79.7

4.1

All selected
sites,plusthree

30

7.7

5.0

14.4

7.2

181.3

78.1

7.2

7

0.2

15.2

41.5

9.5

219.1

86.1

9.7

Reversed sites

20

179.9

-8.3

52.4

4.6

42.2

-82.6

4.6

All sites

27

0.0

10.1

47.8

4.1

221.8

83.5

4.1

All selected
sites,plusthree

30

0.0

5.0

14.4

7.2

221.9

80.9

7.2

-

0.9

22.2

-

2.3

136.1

89.1

2.4

20

11.1

11.9

8..5

157.7

77.7

8.6

<<anomalous>>
sites (see text)
Gamarri, rotated
Normal

sites

<<anomalous>>
sites (see text)

Referencedirectionsand poles

Besseand Courtillot [1991]

Manighetti[1993]

15.8

The first subsetof resultsis for raw (unrotated)paleomagneticresultsderived from Table 1. The secondsubsetis corrected for
tectonicrotation(seetext). The third subsetgivessomereferencedirectionsand polesfor Africa. Table columnheadings:N, number

of flows,sites,or studies;D and I, declination
and inclination;K and {Z95
, statistical
parametersas in Table 1; • and •,, and A95,
longitude,latitude,and95% confidenceintervalof corresponding
geomagnetic
pole.
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Figure 11. (right) K/Ar age determinations
for five sites,with lo uncertainities,as a function of stratigraphy
(seeTable 3). Ages determinedfor the R6unionsubchronby McDougalland Watkins [1973] andBaksi et al.
[1993] are also given. (left) Correlation of the Gamarrisection with the geomagneticpolarity timescale of
Cande and Kent [1995].

value computedfrom 27 sites is significantly smaller than 6.3.
indicatedby the model (which might indicatethat secular

PSV

Modeling

The above results underline two important points regarding
variation was not sampled properly, although the mean
the construction
and use of PSV databases in order to derive
direction remains similar). Such a difference illustrates the
information on the long-term structure of the mean
sensitivityof the VGP scatterestimate.
geomagneticfield. First, we seethat tectonicrotationprecludes
use of Afar data for such studies. The corrected values are model-

0-5

0

1

(D)
2

25

dependentand hence should only be usedwith great caution
(when, for instance, independent geological estimates of
vertical axis rotation become available, which is not yet the
case, but see Manighetti [1993]). Erroneoususe of such data
(i.e., failure to recognizethe existenceof tectonic deformation)
in a small databasewould inducespuriousnondipolar terms in
long-term averagefield models[Carlut and Courtillot, 1998].
Second, we have seen that accurate directions for PSV studies

requiredetailedfull AF and TH demagnetization.A numberof
(i)
artifacts, which are not necessarilyeasy to spot, could arise:
erroneousapparentChRM in either AF-only or TH-only data,
Figure 12. Stereographicprojection showing overall mean and unnoticed thermochemical remagnetizations, such as that
direction for the Gamarri section and, for comparison, that found in GB 19.
obtained in the Gamarri-Dakka block farther east by
Manighetti [1993]. Directionsof the meandipole field at 2 Ma 6.4. Magnetostratigraphy:
The R6union Subchron
30

for Africa [Besse and Courtillot, 1991] and overall mean
direction for Hadar sediments [Endale et al., 1996] are shown
for comparison.

The age and pattern of the R-N-R Gamarri sequencecan be
matched to a recent geomagnetic polarity timescale for
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standardmethods(calculation of error associatedto a weighted
mean [Taylor, 1982]) are usedto calculateuncertaintiesfor the
degassing
stepsselectedby Baksiet al. [1993], the agesfound
for the lower

transition

are 2.15+0.09

and 2.15+0.12

Ma

(flows RSD-43 and RSD-44, respectively), and the ages found
for the upper transition are 2.15+0.03 and 2.08+0.07 Ma
(flows RSD-53 and RSD-54, respectively). It can be noticed
that uncertainties are significantly larger than the published
values [Baksi et.•l., 1,[•93].This could illustrate the limitations

20

of whole-rock
'*UAr/J•Ar
step-heating
analyses
andtheway
associated uncertainties are estimated. Furthermore, with these

10

5
0

Gamarri

N=30

Gamarri

N=27

I

I

I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Latitude

recalculated uncertainties
individual K/Ar [McDougall and
40
3'9
Watkins, 1973] and Ar/ Ar ages [Baksi et al., 1993] can be
reconciledwithin a 1 o uncertainty, except for only one flow
(RSD-53), thereby casting some doubt on the conclusionsof
the latter authors regarding systematic differences between

K/Arand
40Ar/39Ar
ages.

A second possibility is to consider that two distinct
geomagnetic events occurred slightly before the Olduvai
subchron. Recent paleomagnetic studies derived from
continuous sedimentary sections indicate that minima in
relative intensity variations can be used as indicators for the

localization of the succession of excursions or very short
Figure 13. Comparison
of VGP scatterdetermined
for the subchrons[Valet and Meynadier, 1993]. In addition, when an
Gamarrisection(all sites,N=30; selectedsites,N=27; seetext) independenttimescale such as the astronomicaltimescale is
with the reference curve of McFadden et al. [1991] for the available, the paleointensity curvecan be usedto determine a
preciseage for geomagneticfeatures.From the OceanDrilling
period0-5 Ma.

tentativeidentificationof chrons[e.g., Candeand Kent, 1995].
The Gamarri N interval cannot be correlated either with the
Olduvai subchron or with the last normal subchronof the Gauss

Program (ODP) leg 138 record, Valet and Meynadier [1993]
identifieda pronouncedintensity minimum at 2.13 Ma, which
they associatedwith the R6union event, in agreementwith the
age obtained by Baksi et al. [1993]. However, another
significantminimumis foundat 2.03 Ma [Valet and Meynadier,
1993], which would be consistent both with the 2.07 + 0.05

chron. The first casewould imply that the ages of the upper Ma mean we obtainand with our best determinedindividual age
Gamarrireversedflows arein errorby at least 0.28 Ma, andthe of 2.02 + 0.04 Ma from flow GB23, shortly postdating the
secondone wouldimply that the agesof the lower Gamarri normal subchron. We might therefore have sampled not the
flowsarein errorby 1 Ma. It appearsthat only one correlation R6unionevent but a slightly younger geomagneticfeature. We
is possible,that is, with the R6unionsubchron(Figure11). may also propose that the earlier period of apparently strong
This feature was first identified in R6union Island (Indian

secularvariation which we find in the lower part of the Gamarri

Ocean)by Chamalaun
andMcDougall[1966] andMcDougall section(Figure 10) could representan incomplete recordof the
and Chamalaun[ 1966]. The K/Ar age obtainedby McDougall
and Watkins [ 1973], when correctedfor the more recentdecay
constants
recommended
by SteigerandJigger[1977], is 2.07 +
0.02 Ma, remarkablyconsistentwith the valueof 2.07 + 0.05
Ma that we find. On the other hand, this is not compatible at

geomagnetic event first identified at R6union Island
[McDougall and Watkins,1973]. The age valuesdeterminedfor
flows GA02 (2.09+0.06) and GA10 (2.14+0.06) (Table 2)
would be consistent with

this idea. However,

because no

densely sampledsedimentarysection which could confirm the
the 1{• level(only at the 2{• level) with the morerecentageof presenceof several events exists within the time interval of
2.14+ 0.03Maprol•sed3•Y
Baksi
etal.[1993].
Thelatter
age concern here, this hypothesisremains highly tentative.
Uncertainties in isotopic ages do not allow us to robustly
was obtained by Ar/ Ar heating steps for whole rock
samples
drilledfromthe sameflowsdatedby McDougalland determinethe total durationof the lava sequence.The ranges of
Watkins [1973]. Becauseof the apparently high-precision values and 1{• uncertaintiessuggesta duration of the order of
datingof Baksi et al. [1993], the most recentgeomagnetic100 kyr, with an averageof one flow every 3 kyr- (with very
polaritytimescales
[CandeandKent, 1995] usevaluesof 2.15 large uncertainties because of the irregular time sequence
and2.14 Ma for theupperandlowerlimits,respectively,
of the expectedfor volcanism). This would indicate a durationof the
subchron.
order of 30 kyr for the R6union subchron itself. Given
Two possibilitiescan be considered.
The first is that the uncertainties, this cannot be distinguishedfrom the 10 kyr
samegeomagnetic
featureis observed
in R6unionandin Afar. durationwhich is usually suggested(10-50 kyr for McDougall
Althoughthe K/Ar andAr/Ar techniquesseemto indicatea and Watkins [1973]; 10 kyr for Candeand Kent, [1995]). The
differentage at the 1{• level, someargumentsmay be put rather unique record of a very short geomagnetic feature in
forward to reconcile these two ages. Baksi et al. [1993] Gamarri, and the possibilityof collecting further samplesfrom
explainedthe apparentdiscrepancybetweenresultsobtaine by other sections given the concentration of ages of the Afar
both techniquesin terms of partial loss of radiogenic Ar. stratoid series around 2 Ma, carry great promise for
However, the uncertainties calculatedfor each of the plateau paleointensity studiesand for testing the fine structureof the
agesby Baksi et al. [1993] seemto be underestimated.When R6union event. In particular, ongoing paleointensity
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determinationson the Gamarri samplesindicatethat both the
normal chron andthe periodof large secularvariation in the

preceding reverse chron likely correspond to
paleointensities[Carlut et al., 1997].

low

Carlut,J., J.-P.Valet, Y. Gallet,T. Kidane,V. Courtillot,X. Quidelleur,
andP.-Y. Gillot,Preliminary
paleointensity
resultsduringthe Reunion
event(abstract),
IAGA, Abstractbook,Uppsala,Sweden,p 45, 1997.
Carlut,J., and V. Courtillot,How complexis the time averaged
geomagnetic
field over the lastfive millionyears?,Geophys.J. Int.,
134, 527-544, 1998.

Cassignol,
C, and P.-Y. Gillot,Rangeand effectiveness
of unspiked
potassium-argon
datingin Numerical
Datingin Stratigraphy,
editedby

7. Conclusion
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